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IMMEDIATE ATTENTION IS REQUIRED
SAFETY/HEALTH RISK
IT IS A NATIONAL EPIDEMIC
I am writing this petition because the FFD program is flawed and does not work any more as
designed. It does not protect the public as designed This petition is in response from NRC to
allegation report R1120 11 -a-0207... In today's day and age there are SYNTHETIC
DRUGS readily available.These SYNTHETIC DRUGS mimic ALL DRUGS that are currently
tested for in a 12 panel test. The SYNTHETIC DRUGS are undetectable with standard drug test
and are being used in the nuclear plant Field. The current FFD program does not meet the
standards it was desinged to.Does not provide safety/security to the general public. Can not
prove to the public there is no drug use at there local nuclear plants. I am sure you have heard
of the SYNTHETIC DRUGS Ie. SPICE=pot Bath-Salts + cocaine/ Meths, Bro-mo Dragonfly
=LSD Molly plant food = XTC/MDMA.those are common street names but there are many
names. The DEA has in acted emergency action against the and the NRC HAS TO
ALSO!! !!!!!!! At least 15 states have acted to ban one or more of the five chemicals targeted by
the DEA, which have names like JWH-01 8 (the most common) and JWH-200. The other
targeted chemicals are JWH-073, CP-47,497 and cannabicyclohexanol that is a small list as
soon as the feds outlaw the chemicals they use new chemicals So if the DEA cant stop it how
does the NRC plan to stop it from being used in nuclear plant? Again I emphasizes these
chemical are only a small amount of the outlawed chemicals and those mentioned are only for
the fake pot. None of the other chemicals for SYNTHETIC DRUGS are mentioned in this letter.
the DEA has taken emergency actions. I DEMAND TEH NRC TAKES IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION TO THIS PROBLEM!! for myself and all of the general public. I hope I don't
have to file a 2.206 petition to put all nuclear plants to a safe shut down mode. As the NRC fails
a promt investigation this URGENT MATTER!!!! Thomas L King

FYI..
http://www.wflx.com/story/19120652/si' nthet
'httpL://www.semissourian.com/story/1875194.html
http://www.wptv.com/dpp/news/region c palm beach county/west palm beach/authoritiesraid-suspected-synthetic-drug-operation-in-west-palm-beach-storage-unit
http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/bath-salts-dea-announces-emergency-ban/story?id= 14467134
http://articles.nydailynews.com/2012-07-26/news/32874466 I bath-salts-synthetic-marijuanakaren-dobner
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Hello Cindy
In regards to my petition This drug use is an emergency because The FFD system under10 CFR 26.719 (4) is filled
with programmatic failure, degradation .The discovered vulnerability of the FFD program that may permit undetected
drug use.Agian it is an Emergency and requires IMMEDIATE ATTENTION.The FDA and the DEA both took emergency
actions and the NRC should too. Here are the FFD stats for 2011.
FYI Summery of FFD/Drug testing at nuclear plants in 2011.
There were 41 total violations of the drug testing program That's 41 to many in the Nuclear Field period.
ALARMING FACTS 23 of them were supervisors. One supervisor @ Watts Barr was arrested for possession of a
controlled substance with intent to distribute. Who was he selling it to DUH other workers? 1 was a licensed
reactor operator @V.C Summer Nuclear Plant.. 11 were other red bagged nuclear workers .The other 7 were for
contraband found inside the protected area alcohol/drugs. Those are the ones that were caught with random
testing. How many get away with using drugs at the plant. For every one that gets caught i am sure several get
away with it. UNACCEPTABLEM!! The FFD system under10 CFR 26.719 (4) is filled with programmatic failure,
degradation .The discovered vulnerability of the FFD program that may permit undetected drug or alcohol use
or abuse by individuals within a protected area, with all of the synthetic POT,COCAINE LSD and other drugs that
are now widely and readily available that go underacted by normal means of Drug testing now used at are
nuclear plants. YES I KNOW FIRST HAND THAT IT IS BEING USED.
I also think because of the turn around of contractors in the nuclear plants that the behavioral observation portion of
the FFD program is also failed. making the whole program outdated and not working as designed.That brings up the
question, do the runningplants meet the federal legal requirements to operate? I think maybe not.
The NRC needs to take immediate action on this matter Thank You Thomas I King
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Hello Cindy
My filing of this petition is a result of an unacceptable NRC answers to RII-20 11 -A-0207 concern 2 Again i
would like to express my concerns and how critical this is to nuclear safety and the protection of the population
of the United states and also the legality of plant operations under 10 CFR50 requirements Thomas King
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